Recently, a new cavitation model has been propo•d in which bubble formation in aqueous media is initiated by spherical gas nuclei stabilized by surface-active membranes of varying gas permeability. The data which originally motivated this development were obtained mainly by subjecting shallow gelatin samples to rectangular preSSure schedules consisting of a rapid compression, equilibration of the sample at some constant increased pressure, and a rapid decompression. Since the initial pressure was ordinarily less than or equal to the final pressure, the magnitude of the initial compression was ordinarily greater than or equal to the magnitude of the final decompression. An equivalent statement for this type of schedule is that the initial overpressure was generally greater than or equal to the final supersaturation. The purpose of the experiment reported here is to test the surfaetant cavitation model in the unexplored domain for which the reverse is true, i.e., for which the maximum overpressure is less than the final supersaturation. This domain can be reached by using slow-compressions or stepped compressions which permit a significant rise in the dissolved gas tension while the ambient pressure is still increasing.
where P,,,b is the ambient static pressure, ß is the dissolved gas tension, Po is the initial pressure, is the maximum pressure, ps =p., is the saturation pressure, and Pt is •he final pressure. Since Pt is ordinarily greater than or equal to-po , p• is ordinarily less than or equal to
The purpose of the present investigation is to explore the new pressure region defined by This region is analogous to that probed in experiments Our interest in the variables Pss a•d pc• is due in part to the expe. rimen{21 observation s that bubble counts in supersaturated gelatin depend only upon these pressure differences and not upon the absolute pressures .per se. Furthermore, since Pc,•,h is determined in a stepped compression by that increment which has the largest overpressure, any other increments, whether they precede or follow the largest, will have no effect.
These generalizations'are tested in the new pressure region along with a recently proposed cavitatlon model n .
•4 outlined and extended in the Appendix.
I. MATERIALS, METHODS, AND RESULTS
The apparatus and procedures used in studying bubble formation in supersaturated gelatin are described elsewhere in detail. s We mention here only the salient (Pamb--Z),nax' rather than as the total compression (P,,-Po), appears also to be valid.
II. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENT WITH THE SURFACTANT MODEL
In this section, we compare the experimental data in Fig. 3 
